1986 camaro iroc z for sale

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Nothing special. They
responded but did not have a good grasp on the t-bird. I would have liked to see more in-depth
pictures and a data plate. I will probably look elsewhere. Nice contact back and quickly
answered my questions. Very professional and tools the extra steps to get the I formation I
needed. Interactions with sales team were great, however the car was a repaired wreck like
many of the vehicles on their lot and probably had the worst fitment of a quarter panel that I
have seen. Not the end of the world, but a body shop that lets that go out the door is probably
making shortcuts elsewhere as well and I'll let someone else can take their chances on it.
Purposely did not let me cold start the engine. Tried to sell me truck with an engine that shook
so much it looked like it wanted to jump out on start up. Detailed oriented, knowledgeable and
extremely helpful great dealership experience. Great folks to work with Honest answers and
vehicle assessments. I respect the owners for charging the price that they do. I respect the
owners for the knowledge that they have of the vehicle. What I do not agree with is the price for
car that's over 35 years old I do not agree with that at all. Maybe one day I'll purchase this
vehicle when I get all the pennies out of my jar. Responded fast and nice YouTube channel that
details all the features of the cars in their stock. The dealership was not friendly or
accommodating towards me they were Blunt and arrogant I would not recommend them. I
haven't purchaced a vehicle from them, but I inquired about a Bullitt Mustang and the salesman
was extremely knowledgeable and respectful throughout the phone call. Nice guys over there.
Wonderful dealership. Was contacted promptly and follow up has been perfect. I look forward to
purchasing a car from here! I am not sure of my rating yet. I was contacted and had a few
questions answered. After sending an email with other questions I did not hear back so I called
them but it was only a day or two later I did ask a couple more questions but have not had a call
back. Everyone was polite and professional. The only thing that bothered me was that it took
them a while to find the car, there was a lot of confusion over where it was and what it looked
like. Then when we found it finally it turns out it was listed as automatic online but it was
actually standard. Super disappointing but I didn't drive far to see it so, it could have been
worse. In the era of "Baby on Board" hangtags, Camaro jumped on adding the safety
bandwagon by adding third break light, but declined to put in any space for the aforementioned
baby. The Camaro featured a new third break light within the hatch, and continued to feature a
back seat so limited in space that it was only slightly safer than Britney Spears' baby's perch in
her lap. Like other models from the Third Generation, the Camaro was cited for being in the
shop quite a bit. However, the excitement of the ride when the car is on the road seems to
compensate for the extra work needed to be put in the car. The acceleration and cornering were
excellent, and the car's top speed seems almost limitless at times. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Chevrolet Camaro listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Dylan. Orlando, FL Message
Seller. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Ari. Athol, MA Message Seller. Request Information. Private
Seller: Clyde. Seabrook, NH Message Seller. Image Not Available. Negotiable 18, mi. Read more.
Why Use CarGurus? Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1.
Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Featured Private Seller. Original Owner! The
third-generation Chevrolet Camaro was introduced to the public in It was Professionally built
race car that is also street legal. Certifications are up Private Seller. Beautiful clean Iroc. No
rust,dents, damage. Car has Lots of paperwork. Nice paint. Z28, 5 liter,fast with great gas
mileage. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette
convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1
5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the
car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania
before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver
information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This
Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a

one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Set an alert to be
notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert?
It is Private Seller. This car is gorgeous He purchased the car Refine Search? Also be sure to
view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top
are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT
was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear
Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has
been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its
original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered
by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas,
and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter.
Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers.
Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued
growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business
awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Refine your
search. Automatic 7. Gasoline 7. Classic Cars Hardtop 2. Popular Similar Cars. Iroc Z. Refine
search. Very small rust spot at rear passenger side wheel well. Rear defroster. I just had the
transmission upgraded with a Corvette servo, Kevlar band and Red devil clutch packs. Com
llcwoodbury, nj ph: web: We bring all services up to date with a comprehensive point inspection
and objectively recondition the vehicle to give its next owner many years of good service.
Google Ads. For sale is a chevrolet camaro iroc z28, equipped with 5. Pw, pdl, ac not cold ,
hardtop. Upgraded dealer installed shift kit. New iroc rims the one centercap is in the glovebox.
Brand new front brakes. Repainted the original white by current owner, paint is nice, the only
body blemish worth mentioning: 1 small run on the lf fender lip see closeup pic -this could be
wet sanded out with minimal effort. Body is very good, no dings, dents, or rust. All factory
decals are correct. Car has classice tags. Stock interior is excellent, no rips, tears, burns, or
visible blemishes. No cracks in dash pad. This z is nicely equipped with optional trim, badges
an subtle interior details that others don't have. Current owner purchased this car from his
sister in law 5 years ago, he is selling because he doesn't use the car, he asked me to list this
online for him and i said sure. He actually knew the original owner before his sister in law
purchased. Older z28 iroc camaros are skyrocketing in value and are very hard to find in this
condition and low mileage! This is a landline so no texts. No need to ask if this is still available, i
always delete my ads when the item sells. Air Conditioning. Car runs and drives just like it did in
Call shawn for details. Repainted the original white by current owner, paint is nice, the only
body blemish worth mentioning: 1 small run on the lf fender lip see pic. This is a all original
Chevy Camaro Iroc Z with only 11, miles. Black on black with the original carburetor and auto
tranny. Interior is mint with no rips, tears, or fading. No accidents or repaints. This chevrolet
camaro convertible is a true classic this car has been sitting in storage for the last two years.
Chevrolet Camaro Chevrolet Camaro Gasoline miles for sale. Black standard Vinyl interior, the
car has never been in an accident or had any body work done. No rust anywhere on car. I am
selling my camaro iroc z. I bought this car off of the second owner which had owned it since
back in october. Ceramic coated headers. The motor is backed by a built th with a stall
convertor and a built rearend with moser 4. The car has less than miles on the complete
restoration. This car has never seen salt. The interior is all new. Brand new wheels with mickey

thompson tires. Titled and plated as a classic vehicle. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.
Refine your search. Automatic 9 Manual 5. Gasoline Classic Cars Popular Similar Cars. Iroc Z.
Refine search. Low mileage mint condition show car.. Super rare factory yellow car. It is loaded
with equipment including : Power steering, power brakes, power windows, tilt steering wheel,
Power Windows. Air Conditioning. This chevy camaro iroc z28 is in good condition, and it runs
great. This is a lifetime florida car with 94, original miles on it. This car appears to be all original
to us, powered by a 5. In good condition for an '85 with just some minor interior wear. The paint
shines, and there are no significant dents or dings. Please note that the rear hatch mechanism
is not working properly, leaving a gap on the left side when the hatch is closed. Call jon at
Google Ads. This Chevrolet Camaro Z28 comes with Air Conditioning, This classic has all the
goodies for a good time, be it cruising the street or ripping down the track. Under the hood sits
the original fuel injected that is showing its original miles and is mated to the original
transmission and rear end. It's technically a three-door car, two-door with a hatch, and has a
nice slick top. The rich, deep burgundy paint comes together with a soft, medium gray interior
to produce an absolutely gorgeous color combination. The affordable price is just the cherry on
top. That's why we suspect the bright red to be the original paint, and yes, it looks just as
terrific in person as it does in the pictures. But more than just the right color, this camaro has a
timeless sense of cool. The black hood inserts add a nice, muscular touch that complements
the black headlight housings. If fact, the black is used as the perfect accent color is places like
the pinstriping, tail panel, and lower accent strip that surrounds the entire vehicle. And like any
good american classic, there is always room for brightwork. On this it's utilized to draw
attention to performance pieces like the shining alloy wheels and dual exhaust tips. Averaging
less than miles annually means there was little time to wear out the seats. But it takes much
more to make sure an interior has this stellar level of preservation. Under the hood is the
original cubic-inch v8, and it looks exceptionally well-preserved, right down to the factory
decals. The tpi fuel injection makes this motor smooth on the highway and quick from a
standstill. Plus, features like power steering, front disc brakes, and bf goodrich gforce comp2
tires are great any time driving features. The sale even comes complete with maintenance
records. There were very few of these real factory built road race cars produced from Fully
documented with all the right paperwork and titles that certify the mileage. That's why this one
also looks great with the black convertible top in place it's almost like a two-tone! Here is a
chevrolet camaro iroc z28 drag car. This baby was built to run, and run she does. The paint for
the age is in really good shape. In order to keep weight down, these types of cars have to be
very basic. The steering wheel is also removable for easier entry and exit of the car. Obviously,
under the hood is where the most inportant part of this car sits. Between the frame rails sits a
complete roller motor. All of this power is mated to a 2 speed power glide transmission with a
trans brake and stall converter in it. Horespower takes money. All of this gets planted to the
ground with a 4 link rear suspension. The majority of the customers that buy vehicles from us
are very happy with their purchases. Only 4, documented miles. Perfect specifications. Lifetime
wholesale is pleased to offer current availability of this low-mileage chevrolet camaro z28 sport
iroc. Shop and compare then email or call to confirm availability. Complete the info request form
on the bottom and request a vehicle history report the video and the original options list now.
Enclosed shipping is available worldwide. With almost 40 years of serving customers
automobile needs, come experience why lifetime wholesale is south floridas premier luxury and
exotic car dealer. Comoptions:gasoline fueldescription:this 3rd generation camaro iroc-z has a
ci. This iroc-z has 79, actual original miles; however, she looks like she came straight off the
factory showroom! The interior and carpets are in near excellent condition. This iroc-z is a black
beauty with red interior, power locks, power windows, power hatch release, cruise control, titl
steering wheel, rear wheel drive, with 5 spoke alloy wheels, a ducted hood, ground effects and a
ground hugging suspension. This blast from the past is a not only one nice looking camaro, but
one great driver too! We consider any trade! All original including the goodyear vr50 gatorback
tires. Loaded with options including t-tops. Black exterior with black deluxe cloth interior and
gold stripes. A great looking iroc! Call tom or dave at for details. Cloth Interior. Has no ac heater
core needs to be replaced and needs paint no dents in car. Has new struts cross drilled roters
erey thing in rear end brakes drums axles center section ete. Car has less than miles on it so
fun to drive. This vehicle is being sold as Lot No. Unmolested iroc z28 camaro, fresh paint, new
exhaust, fresh rebuild on the original 5. Was going to cut up and build another racecar but have
shifted direction. Needs some tlc and minor finishing touches. Call or text Always been kept in
the garage. This irocz is completely factory origional with exception of the tires, battery, and
fuel pump. This is a southern car and has never been exposed to any salt. Never been in body
shop, never been wrecked. Super nice all original car. Tilt wheel, full gauges, power windows,
power locks, power hatch release. All options offered by chevrolet. Site map Contact Us Privacy

Policy. Refine your search. Automatic 26 Manual 5. Gasoline 7. Classic Cars Hardtop 3 Racing
Stripe 3. Popular Similar Cars. Iroc Z. Refine search. Low mileage mint condition show car..
Super rare factory yellow car. The interior of this iconic car is just as clean as the engine bay on
the amazing car. Google Ads. Recharged with factory R12 New fuel pump New dual exhaust and
direct fit Catalytic Converter Fresh tune-up New radiator New front calipers and brake hoses
Fresh brake fluid. Used Chevrolet Camaro Coupe. A R4 4 speed automatic transmission
transfers the horses to the rear end, and to the pavement. The red cloth interior is in good
condition, and shows very well. Classic front bra and Daytona hood i. Classic front bra and
Dayton. This Chevrolet Camaro Z28 comes with Air Conditioning, This classic has all the
goodies for a good time, be it cruising the street or ripping down the track. Under the hood sits
the original fuel injected that is showing its original miles and is mated to the original
transmission and rear end. Classic front bra a. Chevrolet Camaro Iroc-Z I just had the
transmission upgraded with a Corvette servo, Kevlar band and Red devil clutch packs. Black
standard Vinyl interior, the car has never been in an accident or had any body work done.
Comoptions:description:excellent condition iroc-z camaro with a low mileage stroker. Exhaust
consists of edelbrock long tube headers, and aflow master cat back, topped off with a holly cfm
carb, edelbrock performerrpm heads, intake and valve covers. Also consists of all polished and
pullys. Cooling system is made up of a be cool radiator withflew a lite fines. Classic front bra
and daytona hood installed. Contact me formore specifics and pictures if needed. She has a
center counsel with a floor shifter that are clean and shine. Bucket Seats. Alloy Wheels. The
third-generation Chevrolet Camaro was introduced for the model year by Chevrolet. For a
convertible Camaro was reintroduced, converted by ASC in relatively small numbers. We can
make no guarantees as to the accuracy of the above information. However, please understand
as with all pre-owned automobiles, the described condition is subjective. The original, low mile,
pure specimens like this one, always lead the way. The seller shall not be responsible for the
correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in
connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness,
imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. The seller shall and will
ma. The iroc-zs are truly stunning machines, and this one is near the top of that class. The
factory-correct dark red metallic paint appears to be original. But desirability goes far beyond
preservation. Chevy knew how to dress its most aggressive camaro correctly. The full body kit,
hood louvers, rear spoiler, and inch iroc-z alloys are all part of a planned attack as the top v8
camaro was out to re-take the streets back from the 5. So when the inside and outside are so
well coordinated, it gives this coupe an extra dashes of flare. Beyond just the right color, this
camaro's interior is a great place to spend some time. The factory three-spoke wheel has been
specifically developed for comfortable hand positioning while still getting a clear view at the full
gauge package. Like any good iroc-z, this one came loaded with a power windows, power locks,
tilt steering, electric rear window defogger, cruise control, and air conditioning. But there are
some great upgrades for comfort and performance. These third-generation camaros are
especially desirable for what's under the hood. After all, we all love a classic that also includes
a fuel-injected v8. The cubic-inch powerplant is already known for being smooth on the highway
and quick off the stoplight, but this one goes one step further. With enhancements like the
edelbrock bbk throttle body intake and hedman headers, it makes sure this v8 is breathing
deeper than its factory friends. That extra hit of power is welcomed no matter if it used as a
saturday night cruiser, or monday morning commuter. A superb and factory-correct
presentation that's mixed with some great performance upgrades. The car has a corvette ls2
engine with hp. It is fitted to a corvette 6-speed manual. The car is painted acura nsx imola
orange. It has shaved door handles with electronic poppers. The interior is essentially stock
fabric with no rips or tears. It has a custom gauge cluster and a shift light. The car is modern
day sports car fast with a time of 4. It has electronic fuel injection so it starts easily and runs
smooth all the time. It also gets 24 milesgallon on the highway. The car has roughly 15k miles
on it since the build. It is in good enough condition for cruises and car shows and really needs
no additional work. The tires have minimal wear and are on chrome rims. Everything looks
stock though it is far better. I offer no warranty the car is sold as is. I also will not consider
trades of any kind. Vehicle is located in colorado springs co. I absolutely love this Camaro but
I'm buying my dream car and could use the money to help with that. This Camaro is equipped
with a five speed manual transmission and a small block. Saginaw, mi ph: web: Yes, believe it or
not we did pull this out of a garage where it had been stored for years. The paint is starting to
"check" and fade in some spots as did most camaros of this age. Other than a few spots
refinished by it's original owner we have elected not to refinish any additional parts of the car
and let it stay in it's original untouched factory paint. The interior looks as good as it did when

in was sold brand new and other than an aftermarket alpine stereo it looks as if nobody was
ever inside of it. This generation of camaro is becoming really desirable to drivers as well as
collectors and the nice untouched cars are very hard to find. We believe this is one of the best
and most desirable color combinations ever offered on the iroc-z. Net jereme steve This car
drives well, feels good and sounds great. For kids growing up in the era, this car had status,
and made a statement about the driver. Runs great like new, garage kept. Ttops, carburated,
automatic. Very Clean Iroc. Repainted in , it looks quite authentic in the original bright red,
which is probably the best possible choice on a car like this. It has never been wrecked or rusty,
obviously, and as a non-t-top car it feels tight and well-composed in a way that's befitting its
relatively low mileage. That's all proof that this car has led a very easy life, unlike so many of its
siblings which were often victims of their low price and high performance. The ground effects
remain in good shape with minimal road rash, and it still carries its original fog lamps up front.
Things like the taillights, the weather seals, and even the black inserts on the hood remain
bright, crisp, and clear. With bright tan cloth bucket seats, this camaro is a lot more upscale
than its price tag would suggest, both then and now. The interior is in very good condition,
particularly considering its age, and it has a comfortable, welcoming look. The center console
houses most of the controls, plus the shifter for the 4-speed automatic overdrive transmission,
which facilitates manual shifting by being just a few inches from the leather-wrapped wheel. The
gauges are in good shape, although the anemic 85 mph speedometer is kind of a wet blanket,
but there's a fully set of auxiliary dials keeping an eye on the en
2005 dodge ram fuel pump
kawasaki meanstrike
5 way light switch wiring diagram
gine up front. The back seat is in excellent shape and folds down to make the cargo area
downright massive. If there's any demerit to this car, it's the discolored trunk carpet, but it's not
visible with the hatch closed. Gm's bulletproof and powerful 5. As a small block chevy, it's also
insanely easy to modify, which also explains why so many camaros went to meet their makers
prematurely. Turn the key and it fires quickly, settling into a cackling v8 idle that suits the flashy
muscle car perfectly. Lots of fresh maintenance parts under the hood. Lots of fresh
maintenance parts under the hood means that this one has been loved, and thanks to a lifetime
in the warm, dry south, the chassis is impressively tidy for being more than 30 years old. Just a
nice driver, this car still commands respect on the street and will surely have a future in the
collector car world. If are still interested to buy please text me here This vehicle is being sold as
Lot No. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

